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The gripping first-person account of one woman's survival in Joshua Tree National Park

against the odds."A vibrantly physical book"—The Guardian • "Uplifting and brave"—Stylist •

"A riveting account of loneliness, anxiety and survival"—CosmopolitanIn 2018, writer Claire

Nelson made international headlines when she fell over 25 feet after wandering off the trail in a

deserted corner of Joshua Tree. The fall shattered her pelvis, rendering her completely

immobile. There Claire lay for the next four days, surrounded by boulders that muffled her cries

for help, but exposed her to the relentless California sun above. Her rescuers had not expected

to find her alive.In THINGS I LEARNED FROM FALLING Claire tells not only her story of

surviving, but also her story of falling. What led this successful thirty-something to a desert trail

on the other side of the globe from her home where no one knew she would be that day? At

once the unbelievable story of an impossible event, and the human journey of a young woman

wrestling with the agitation of past and anxiety of future.  

“Vividly evokes the tragic aspect of Amelia Earhart, as well as the moxie and grit of her

personality and the hair-raising atmosphere of pioneering aviation.”  �New York Times Book

Review“The most carefully researched Earhart biography to date.”  �The Boston Herald“A

realistic, full-bodied portrait.”  �Booklist“A monumental biography - Mary Lovell is the real thing: a

biographer passionately interested in her subjects. She realises her material and retells with

tremendous verve all the best stories.”  �The Times (UK)--This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorMary S. Lovell is author of the international bestselling biography

Straight on Till Morning: The Biography of Beryl Markham and other acclaimed biographies on

Sir Richard Burton, Jane Digby, the Mitford Girls, Betty "Cynthia Pack", and Bess of Hardwick.

She lives in Hampshire, England. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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DedicationTo all those who are lost,and to the ones who go out searching.And for Mum and

Dad.You were resilient first.EpigraphTo dare is to lose one’s footing momentarily.Not to dare is

to lose oneself.—SØREN KIERKEGAARDContentsCoverTitle

PageDedicationEpigraphPreludeDay One: TuesdayDay Two: WednesdayDay Three:

ThursdayDay Four: FridayRecoverySafety Tips for HikersAcknowledgementsAbout the

AuthorCopyrightAbout the PublisherPreludeI remember the sound my body made as it hit the

ground.A sharp crack. One that cut through the thump of my weight against the desert floor.

Then the white heat of pain that stabbed through my body, escaping through my mouth in an

almighty howl.I tried to scramble to my feet—the instinctive reaction to falling—but I couldn’t

get up. Everything below the arms remained a dead weight.Get up.I heaved my head and

shoulders forward, trying to prise myself off the ground, but each time I crumpled. Again. And

again. And again. Something in my body was disconnected. Urgent messages were being fired

from the brain but they weren’t getting through.Only pain. Unbearable, indescribable pain, a

scorching flame gun that set me alight with each attempt to move.I lay there flat on my back,

my breathing fast and my heart pounding. I craned my neck to get a look at my legs. I couldn’t

lift them either. Or bend my knees.Oh god.Oh god, please no . . .My feet were also immovable,

weighted to the desert floor, but I found with intense concentration I could lean them slightly

from side to side.I gently wiggled my toes inside my boots.OK. I wasn’t paralysed. That was

something. I felt a strange flicker of hope through the pain and panic, a sense of, ‘I’m going to

be all right.’But my pelvis was broken. That much was clear. Shattered was actually the word

that kept coming to my mind: more than a break, it felt like there were pieces. Every time I tried

to sit up, it felt like someone had replaced my hip bones with a bag of broken dinner plates,

shards jangling loosely, so my shoulders could do nothing but slump back to the ground.As the

realization of the extent of my injuries set in so did the cold tingle of shock, and my teeth began

to chatter uncontrollably, like wind-up dentures, a violently loud clacking inside my

head.Help.My daypack had dislodged from my shoulder when I’d fallen but was thankfully

within reach. I yanked it towards me, scrabbling in the front pocket for my iPhone, my hands

shaking as I dialled 911. All the while my brain raced to scramble a request together.An

ambulance, right? I needed an ambulance. Some medical aid. Any medical aid. I needed

help.Out of the corner of my eye, on the screen pressed to my ear, I saw words flash up: Call

Failed.No. No no no.I dialled again: Call Failed.I checked the phone and saw I had zero bars. A

horrifying and crushing realization hit me with the full force of its weight:I have no service out

here.My stomach lurched; of course I am out of range, I am in the middle of the California

desert. It’s why I’d had my phone tucked away in the rucksack—I wouldn’t need it here. Except

now I did need it, and I had no other means of communication.You fucking idiot, roared the

voice in my head, now dark and furious. How had I been so stupid? No, no, this had to work.

This couldn’t be happening. Clinging desperately to denial, I held the phone high up in every

direction I could, whispering silent pleas for a miracle as my heart banged loudly in my chest,

my eyes locked on the corner of the iPhone screen where the little bars would normally be.I

was miles from a signal. Miles from the road. Miles into the middle of nowhere.I knew I was out

of luck. I knew.Yet I couldn’t stop trying. And with each redial, each attempt to reach out to

someone, anyone, any other human being on this planet, just to let someone know I was here

and I was hurt, the absolute futility of it sank in deeper. With each press of the button my hope

melted into cold fear.Call Failed.Redial.Call Failed.Redial.Call Failed.Redial.Call Failed.I

screamed into the sky as loudly as I could—‘HELP ME! PLEASE!’ And I heard the echoes



dissolve into the rocks around me, absorbed like rain drops, until all that was left was

silence.Day One: TuesdayI was halfway across Joshua Tree National Park when I saw the

coyote. A movement had caught my eye as the car idled on the side of the road, a glimpse of

something large through the driver’s window. I felt that gentle prickling sensation you get when

someone’s gaze is on you. Turning my head, there it was, standing some ten feet away among

the scrub and cacti, watching me with eyes as grey as its scruffy, dusty coat. I stared

back.Hi.The usual instinct took over, making me reach for my camera, my hand slowly moving

to where I’d nestled it in the well of the car door. Just then the coyote moved too—trotting

quickly away, shaggy tail hanging low, tongue lolling. It crossed in front of the car, paws

dancing across the tar seal, and once on the sand of other side of the road it stopped again,

turned its head and looked back at me.What are you thinking, coyote?If you could talk, what

would you tell me?I had just crossed the high desert portion of Joshua Tree National Park,

following the turns of the road through the swathes of spiny Joshua trees that seemed to

stretch for miles on either side, singing along to my favourite driving playlist. I sang loudly,

liberated by the fact there was nobody even remotely nearby to hear me. I felt so utterly free

out here. I had space to breathe; precisely the thing I had left my life in England to try to pin

down. I thought of the stress I’d felt in packing up my flat and leaving London. How overloaded I

had felt, how burned out and broken. And I had done it—I’d left it all behind. Said farewell to

London and all of the clutter of the life I had built there, on the road to find whatever it was I

was missing. Heading for the great outdoors.Sometime during my recent travels I’d read an

article about the experiences of astronauts who, after bearing witness to planet earth from

space, described an overwhelming awareness and profound sense of universal

connectedness; something that came to be known as ‘the overview effect’. An emotional

response sparked by a greater perspective. And I’d realized that within the course of my own

life trajectory I’d lost my overview. Maybe I was just too busy looking inward.What I was missing

was a sense of awe. What I needed was to feel not just inspired and connected but inspired by

and connected to something that was real and solid, and which asked nothing more of me than

to be myself.This is what led me to seek solitude in the outdoors—in the great wide open. And

now here I was. I thought of all the decisions made to get me to this point, driving through the

desert. With no one around for miles.Fleetwood Mac’s ‘Rhiannon’ came up on my playlist. I was

immediately taken back to the first time I’d come here, to Joshua Tree. A side trip after a

friend’s wedding. There had been five of us then, packed into a boxy rental, elbows slung out of

windows, the hits of Fleetwood Mac playing on repeat—one of the only albums anyone had

available offline on their phone. I remember being so mesmerized by this place; the

strangeness of the trees slipping past, the landscape as alien as anything I’d ever seen. I

remember the details of that day so vividly: watching the road ahead through the frame of the

front seats. The slosh of the water keg in the back. My hand hanging out the rear passenger

window, pressing against the hot metal of the car door until my fingertips felt the burn, then

stretching out into nothing, pushing through the thick, warm desert air.‘It’s as if Dr Seuss had

sketched the backdrop for a Western,’ I’d scrawled in my notebook later. ‘You’d think there’s

little life in these places, but there is plenty, and it has a greater capacity for survival in this

extreme climate than you or I.’ That first dalliance had stayed with me, never forgotten, tucked

away in my pocket of golden memories like a holiday romance.It felt good to be back. This time,

though, I had it all to myself.The road dipped as the park shifted towards the low desert, the

southern side of the national park. This was the Colorado Desert, strikingly different from that

of the high Mojave I’d left behind, a whole other ecosystem. Here it was drier, hotter and more

barren, and the tufty-fingered Joshua trees had gone, replaced by sprawling gardens of squat,



spiny cholla cactus and tall, spindly ocotillos. It opened up before me, the most magnificent

vista of the low valley, rocky canyons lit up in melting gold by the rising morning

sun.Wow.Pulling the car to the side of the road, I sat there for a minute or two, just looking at it.

Taking it in. If I didn’t have some place to be, I could easily have sat there for a long while,

watching the light change, the shape of the landscape shifting with it.And that was when I saw

the coyote, watching me. As I pulled the car back onto the road, it trotted alongside—for a

moment, at least, accompanying me.What are you thinking, coyote?Is there something you

want to tell me?By the time I looked back in the rear-view mirror, it was gone.* * *I wasn’t even

meant to go to California. After I packed up my life in the UK, and cleared out all my

belongings, I had stepped on board a plane to Canada. The plan, if you could call it that, was

to spend a few months on the road, travelling from province to province, exploring places I’d

never been, and immersing myself in the great outdoors. I had visions of standing among lakes

and mountains and snow-topped pines, and maybe being out there amongst it all I would find a

way to yank myself out of the rut I was stuck in. I was going to start again, some place else.

Some place new. My visa offered me two years, so these initial travels would also serve as

reconnaissance, helping me to decide where I might want to drop anchor. I was already

thinking Vancouver: I’d never been but, nestled between mountains, ocean and forest, it

seemed to offer everything I needed. What I was seeking was change. Life in London had left

me burned out and existentially bruised. I felt hollow, anxious, lost. It felt like my identity and

self-worth were no longer linked to anything rooted, only in the fleeting and the temporary,

things that would be gone again in a moment. Like a social-media post. Or my freelance work

as a writer—features pitched, laboured over, published, only to become next month’s

recycling.My day job as a magazine sub-editor was constant high pressure and frenzied push-

and-pull over the most minute detail. Then, the second everything was sent to the printer,

without any fanfare, we’d immediately crack on with the next issue’s content. By the time the

printed magazine hit my desk I couldn’t even look at it. My head saturated, it had moved on to

the next thing. And I moved on, like I was always moving on, never feeling like my feet were

firmly on the ground. I’d adapted to the environment I was living in—short term. The painful

irony was that I’d spent a long time building a short-term life, 13 years maintaining a house of

straw. It felt so hard to hold on to anything any more. Even people came and went all the time;

my social circle, scattered wildly around the globe, had become a testament to that.The very

place that had drawn me in with its alluring perpetual motion had left me running on empty. It

wasn’t London’s fault, it was mine—be careful what you wish for, isn’t that how the saying

goes? I was born a moving cog and had attached myself to a spinning machine . . . when what

I really longed for, deep down, was something strong and stable to place my footing on.It was

the tail-end of winter when I flew from Heathrow to Toronto, landing on the snow-scuffed

doorstep of my good friend Caroline, one of my London friends since moved on, returned to

her home province. I’d missed her. There were few people in my life I felt I could let my mask

down with and she was one. Just her presence made me realize how much I wanted to be free

of it entirely. And I would have a home with her, albeit briefly.Of course, I was here to make

things happen, chase the change I needed. That first week or so I’d spent the days walking

around Toronto, basking in the warmth of different coffee shops, hunched over my laptop and

studiously pitching feature ideas to travel magazines. I wanted to believe I had left behind the

nagging fear of pitching my ideas and the voice of self-doubt. Change location, change habits.I

will make this happen.Perhaps it shouldn’t have surprised me as much as it did, but things

quickly started paying off. My very first pitch was accepted and I was sent to Montreal to write

about maple syrup. From there, I picked my way around Quebec’s rugged expanse and the



eastern edges of Ontario, making everything up as I went along, being open to opportunities

and enjoying the freedom of not knowing what would come next. I would see where the

Canadian wind blew me.I just hadn’t expected it to blow me into California.The invitation had

come from Natalie and Lou—former London friends from way back—who were now living in

Joshua Tree, California. Did I want to come to the desert and house-sit for three weeks?Yes,

yes, yes!I had gone looking for wilderness and now it had found me.There is something so

appealing about the desert—a place that seems barren on the surface but will reveal its

secrets to those who take the time to stop and pay attention. My fascination was first sparked

on a trip to Morocco some eight years before. I had arranged a week in the Sahara with my

then-boyfriend Ben, plus a young camel-hand, a guide, and three laden camels. It had seemed

the grandest adventure of my life, a chance to channel my inner wannabe explorer. Of course, I

wasn’t an explorer, I was an editorial assistant living in a shared ex-council flat in Southwark.

But still—I could pretend. I could be a dollar-store Thesiger for a brief moment.And in the end, I

got my wish. A true adventure. On our second morning, all three of the camels escaped their

tethers and disappeared, dissolving into the horizon. We were stranded. Ben and I kept watch

over the supplies—warding off groups of hungry ranging goats—while our guides set off on

foot to try to track down the fugitive animals, without success. That evening we built a fire,

luring our guides back to us in the dark, and our little crew improvised a new plan over pots of

sugary mint tea, broken English and French and campfire songs played on an out-of-tune

guitar. The itinerary had blown away on the sands and suddenly I was having the time of my

life. I felt so happy, then. I remember sitting atop a plateau as the sun began to sink into the

horizon, seeing the miles and miles of uninterrupted nothingness, feeling an incredible

ease.‘We are so far from anywhere recognizable,’ I wrote in my notebook. ‘The shapes in the

sand are beautiful and everywhere we look there are tracks of different kinds, each with its own

pattern of repetition. I love being here. Sitting on this hill in the Sahara I feel really alive.’It was a

feeling I had again in the desert of southern California—an altogether different creature, more

rock than sand, where the life that teems within it is found a little closer to the surface. But still

a glorious wealth of emptiness. In Joshua Tree National Park alone there’s a whopping 800,000

acres of nothingness—an area more than twice the size of Greater London but consisting of

nothing but miles of rolling, hilly desert and rocky canyons, peppered with giant boulders and

the eponymous trees with their strange, tufty fingers.The desert is beautiful, peaceful,

uncluttered—a world regenerating daily with the slow, steady rhythm of the earth. Everything

that London is not.I’d arrived at the house late, in pitch dark. Natalie and husband Lou were

away on the first part of their travels. They’d be back for a brief stopover before venturing off

again to Morocco for business, then to Scotland, for a wedding. But for now, I would get my

bearings. And I would begin my adventure with a small sunrise hike. It was not quite dawn as I

heaved myself out of bed, feeling a sense of excitement—surprisingly alert for 5am—and

padded down the hall to the kitchen in search of coffee.I’d first met Natalie, a plucky Australian,

in my early twenties, a few months after arriving in London. I’d applied to be her new

housemate, made the cut, and we had lived in a pokey flat in an ex-council building in

Bayswater, west London. It was one of those brutalist estates built back in the 1950s, once a

grand example of modernist inner-city living, now characterized by looming concrete, square

patches of grass and elevators with an acrid, metallic smell that stung the nose. The walls of

the bathroom would crumble grit into the tub whenever anyone had a shower and the only

communal hangout space was the tiny kitchen.Being the hapless romantic I am, I found this all

terribly charming. Natalie and I were both working as temps—her as a legal secretary, me as a

travel consultant—and, given that work was intermittent, we were living on a shoestring much



of the time. But we tried our best to make it feel like a home. Our landlord, in a rare moment of

leniency, had let us redecorate—albeit on the proviso we keep all walls the same bland shade

of magnolia. Instead, we bought cheap pots of paint from a hardware shop in Ladbroke Grove

and painted garishly bright feature walls; I transformed a whole wall of my bedroom in a vibrant

shade of turquoise, a colour that cheered me. For however long I would occupy this space, I

would make it my own. I still think of that time fondly as the broccoli and gravy era, on account

of our dinners of frozen veggies doused in Bisto, saving money for more important things, like

red wine. Always the optimist, I had a habit of romanticizing everything about the world I

inhabited. We might be broke but we were living in this film-set of a city with its rich layers of

history.Since we were not far from Notting Hill, my favourite way to while away a Saturday was

to wander down through the pillared cafes and boutiques of Westbourne Grove and pick myself

up a slice of cake from the Hummingbird Bakery. I’d take my time strolling the entire length of

Portobello Road Market, eating my cake out of the box with a wooden fork and absorbing

myself in the eclectic mix of vintage and vagrant, watching merchants polishing antique

silverware while next door reggae blared from a boombox, admiring the trinkets and treasures

with the awe of Alice as she wandered through Wonderland. I was smitten.London was all I’d

hoped for. A place where, even if my dreams were not made real, there was at least the

delicious possibility that they could be. A city so connected with the rest of the world, in the

thick of it all, where stories had been written, told, and played out for centuries upon centuries.

And now, mine would be one of them. My London life could be a romance novel, a travel epic

and a Choose Your Own Adventure book in one. This was the place where I could redesign the

course of my life, shaping everything I’d dreamed of into something tangible, and real and

mine.It wasn’t long after I moved in that Natalie met Lou and his friends, affable Americans

from the Midwest, fellow expats, all of us enjoying a camaraderie built upon our shared

appreciation for what felt new and novel in an exciting, aged city (basically, just about

everything). Before long, Lou and Natalie packed up and left the crumbling council flat and the

two of them became citizens of the world, at one time or another living in his hometown of

Chicago, or her hometown of Sydney. A life on the move, constantly soothing their perpetually

itchy feet. I would meet up with them from time to time, in different places, different chapters,

tied by this sense of longing to find a place to belong to.Now they were creating one. Setting up

a life in Joshua Tree, putting their heart and soul into building a property. Their home in the

meantime was a single-level ranch house, sitting high on a half-acre of dusty desert

overlooking the distant expanse of the pale, terracotta peaks and troughs that marked the

outskirts of the national park. Not that I could see any of that yet—it was early and still dark.

Nothing to note but a big sky full of stars.I found the coffee, made a pot, then set about feeding

their two affectionate cats, creatures as well travelled as their owners, and currently circling my

ankles. Given my friends were renting this place, they were limited to what they could do with it,

but I could see Nat had already put her stamp on it, trying her best to make it feel like theirs,

decorating it with thick-pile rugs and cacti and wicker shelving. There were boards of images,

her design plans for their building project. I felt a swell of pride for my old friend and what she

was making for herself. We had long since grown out of our slap-dash feature walls.We had

long since grown up.Through the kitchen window I could see the first signs of dawn on the very

distant horizon, a hint of a watercolour pink, bringing the edge of the faraway hills into layered

silhouette. I breathed in deeply and let out a sigh. I felt happy here. In a way that I hadn’t for

quite some time.* * *Natalie was explaining the risks of getting lost in unmarked desert. After a

couple of days on my own she and Lou were back for a brief stopover between trips—a chance

to catch up and for them to show me around.‘It’s very easy to lose your way,’ she’d warned me.



‘It happens out here all the time.’The three of us were picking our way through Section 6, an

undeveloped conservation area along the Onaga Trail, popular with walkers and dirt bikes.

Here, among a square mile of rough dunes and rocky ridges, there were vague suggestions of

trails but no marked path. I could only rely upon my friends’ familiarity with the landscape and

our collective sense of direction as we hiked in a loop, the idea being that we would eventually

find our way back to the car.We ambled on through Section 6, the terrain rising and rolling

away all around us. Lou was leading the route and prodding the ground with his hiking stick. I’d

picked up a long, skinny tree branch and was absentmindedly poking the ground with it as I

walked, looking out for snakes. I sort of hoped I might see one.‘You want to borrow the stick for

a bit?’ offered Lou, waving it towards me.He was so proud of that thing: an acquisition from a

recent trip, bought from a guy in Arkansas who carves them by hand. It was roughly three feet

long, made of dark wood with an ellipse-shaped knob on the top. Rustic, but it suited the

terrain.‘Thanks, I’m good though.’‘It’s an awesome stick . . .’ he said, his voice going up at the

end as it does when he’s trying to sell a point. I laughed.‘Yep, it’s awesome . . . But no. Thanks,

though.’I didn’t tend to walk with a stick. Occasionally when I was tackling hills, like on hikes in

the rugged Welsh ranges, or on the steep climbs of England’s Lake District. Most of the time,

though, carrying a stick only seemed cumbersome. I was already growing tired of wielding my

tree branch, and I let it drop to the sand.‘All riiiight,’ said Lou, giving up on his pitch for the

moment. ‘But you should take it walking when we’re away.’I grinned. ‘Maybe.’The three of us

were geared up in boots, neck-bandanas and hats, yet despite it being only mid-morning the

heat of the day was already threatening to bake through the swiftly fading layers of sunscreen

that lingered on our skin. In every direction the scenery was a repetitive backdrop of rolling

sandy dunes, dotted with rocks and many varieties of squat, virulent cacti—a landscape that

seemed to repeat itself over and over, all the while constantly changing. It was like David

Bowie’s labyrinth out here.As we strode on through the rocky dunes, they told me some tales of

tragedies that had befallen people in this desert, locals and visitors alike. An elderly man who,

despite years of living in the area, found himself in trouble, collapsing from exhaustion before

being found three days later on the brink of death. A retired couple suffered overheating and

dehydration. They had to be airlifted out, and sadly one of them did not make it. A young

couple reported missing in the park, search parties slowly scaling back as the weeks went on,

and three months later the last determined searchers discovering their bodies somewhere

deep in the park. Searchers had found the pair locked in an embrace. It had become local lore,

but it was heartbreaking. People trying to survive in such a difficult place.These stories sent a

shiver up my spine. I couldn’t imagine going through such a thing. It’s a hard and hostile

environment out there in the desert. Soaring temperatures, unyielding terrain, no obvious

landmarks to find your way back.I told myself I’d stick to established trails.I knew my friends

were right to warn me about the risks of being out here on my own and I nodded gravely, taking

in their stories. But I was sure they didn’t apply to me. I knew what I was doing. I could take

care of myself. It was one thing to follow my friends through this patch of open desert, but when

on my own I would only tackle the marked trails, and they would be easy to follow. There was

no tingle of risk, no red flag, no concern about my plans to hike on my own. After all, out here I

felt more comfortable and in my element than I had back in the city. I was built for this.And I had

my heart set on completing as many trails as I could. Proximity to the outdoors was something

I had been missing in my life and here I was with this national park and its surrounding desert

right on my doorstep! I decided that I’d start small, to give myself a chance to get used to the

terrain, and by week two I’d reward myself with something longer, something I could get my

teeth into.And there was one in particular that I had in mind.Lou and Natalie had told me about



the Lost Palms Oasis, an in-and-out hike of a little over four miles each way, leading to a large

congregation of palms hidden deep in a valley. As soon as I heard about it I was dead certain

I’d walk it. It was, like so many of the trails in the park, one that any visitor could just rock up

and do. The only reason I gave it any special regard was that it was long enough to require

planning for: a hike of about four hours. Plus, it was on the south side of Joshua Tree National

Park—meaning it would take an hour and a half to drive each way across the park to get to the

trailhead. These were factors that excited me. A dream solo day out: a long, scenic drive

followed by a long, scenic hike. I was itching to go.Lou had left me the keys to his beloved Mini

Cooper—a manual, or stick-shift, as I’d quickly learned to call it. He’d had that thing for longer

than I’d known him. It hardly seemed the most ideal car for the desert but he wouldn’t drive

anything else and had brought it all the way down from Chicago. I still remembered visiting him

and Natalie there, not long after they’d moved away from London, for a Fourth of July weekend

in the Windy City. How Lou had driven that Mini with five of us tightly crammed in, and severely

hungover, to a Six Flags theme park for the day.‘This might be the worst idea anyone ever had,’

I’d groaned from the back seat, suffering through my self-inflicted nausea.That day felt like for

ever ago. Yet here it was, the same car, in California, still going strong. Just like we all were.‘Be

super careful with it,’ he’d said.‘Ah, man, there go my plans for some off-roading,’ I’d teased. But

I knew I’d be lucky if I took it as high as the speed limit. That he trusted me with it had touched

me, so I was especially determined he would come back to find the car without a scratch on it.I

couldn’t have known the car would fare better than I would.I dropped the two of them at the

airport in Palm Springs for the first flight of the day, driving back gingerly through the dark

desert roads as the sun began to climb over the landscape, bringing the Joshua trees into

silhouette. I stalled at the lights once or twice as I got used to driving a stick-shift, but my

confidence grew with every mile. Like so many other dalliances outside my comfort zone of

late, I would get the hang of this too. I now had two weeks left out here, which on one hand

seemed a lot, but I knew it would fly by, and I was hungry to devour as much of the desert as I

could.The next week of my residence was, in my books at least, productively spent, getting in

daily hikes coupled with scenic drives along the area’s endless straight roads. I made a

handwritten calendar, a table scrawled crudely on a sheet of lined paper. Squares and dates,

ready for me to lay out trails. A map, as it were, of my hiking plans.I began by visiting some of

the gentler spots outside of the confines of the national park, the very first being a sunrise walk

to the Fortynine Palms Oasis, the sandy path undulating and zig-zagging its way around large,

dusky boulders, the landscape turning to colour in the light of the morning sun. The sudden

reveal at the end was a fistful of palm trees sunken in the valley, their tropical lushness

seeming so out of place in the dry and scrubby setting. The trunks of the palms were cocooned

in the old, dead branches they had shed for newer, greener foliage over the innumerable years

they had stood here. I clambered up a large boulder beside them and stood still, letting total

silence surround me.I’m not a religious person. I don’t believe in a god, not in the classic sense

of deities and judgement. The great outdoors . . . that is the altar I worship at. This is where I

pray. Nature does not judge. It asks for nothing but respect.Every trail in the area offered

something unique, and every day another opportunity. One afternoon I ventured up South Park

Peak, a straightforward amble on the edge of the Little San Bernardino Mountains, the dusty

trail lined with juniper and lichen, climbing up, up, up, until finally I was rewarded with

unobstructed views from Black Rock Canyon and across the vast, flat plains of Yucca Valley,

stretching out to the distant mountains.Another day, I took the little unmarked trail down to

Coyote Hole, accessible from the house; a path through land once used by Native Americans—

possibly the Serrano and Chemehuevi—as evident from the petroglyphs tattooed into the rocks



high above the ground. Natalie had shown me the path on a stroll one evening, but now, trying

to find it on my own, I lost sight of it. The route we had followed from behind the street looked

different now, even though it was only days later, and once I reached the point where the trail

intersected the tar-sealed road I no longer remembered which way to continue. As I scanned

the land beyond the road my instincts seemed to point in one direction, but moving closer I saw

nothing familiar and my confidence was dwindling by the minute. Not far from where I stood, on

the side of the road, a large, scabby vulture was hunched over the remains of what had been

either a chipmunk or a ground squirrel, black feathers twitching with each tear of flesh. I

thought about the stories my friends had told me of locals getting lost even close to home and

noted the shadows of early evening were already beginning to stretch long across the

landscape. Best not to risk it.I glanced behind me, the street still in view, the tips of houses

peeking over the top of the dunes. The vulture lifted its head from the bloody mound of fur and

fixed its beady eyes on me with something I could only presume was curiosity.‘Dream on,

mate,’ I said, and turned back for the house.I’d decided to keep all the hikes I wanted to do in

Joshua Tree National Park for week two. A park pass cost $25 and lasted seven days, so it

made sense to do the park trails in one hit, and by then I’d be more used to the desert terrain.I

got out my hiking calendar. I decided to do a bigger trail first. A Tuesday would be best, I

thought. Nice and quiet. Not too busy. And with a committed nod, I wrote on the hand-drawn

scrawl of my calendar, underneath 22 May, the words:Lost Palms Oasis.* * *The night before I

set off on my day hike, I gathered anything I thought I might need, preparing everything so I

could set off good and early.I wouldn’t need much. It was a day trip. Just a few bits and pieces.I

planned to wear my usual get-up of old denim shorts, a cotton vest and my beloved hiking

boots, which I’d bought in Toronto my first week in Canada. They were from the men’s

department, as so many of my shoes and hats tended to be, blessed as I am with a big head

and big feet. The man in the store told me the manufacturers had originally made aircraft tyres

in the 1920s, until the Second World War, at which point they turned their rubber facilities to

making boots for French legionnaires. I couldn’t help being romanced by the idea of wearing

boots with a genealogy in aviation pioneers and elite battle forces, but it wasn’t the story that

suckered me in. They were simply the most comfortable boots I’d ever worn. When I put them

on it felt like I was supposed to be wearing them all along. I felt they could take me anywhere I

wanted to go.Southern California in late May gets pretty hot, too hot to need a jacket. But as

someone who had spent more than a decade living in England, I felt a discomforting

nakedness in not taking some sort of extra layer. And it would be wise to have some extra

coverage from the sun should I start to burn.Slip, Slop, Slap.I could still hear the 1980s TV

jingle of childhood; a goofy cartoon seagull citing the importance of being sun smart.Slip on a T-

shirt, slop on some sunscreen and slap on a hat!Suffice to say, it was deeply embedded in me

to have all three covered.I set aside my straw hat, as well as my favourite T-shirt—the one I’d

got at a Bob Dylan concert last year, when I was still in London, and emblazoned with the lyrics

Listen to that Duquesne Whistle Blowing. It was a size too big on account of me buying it after

two plastic cups of Wembley Arena–grade whisky. But the fact it was a little oversized meant it

would make a great throw-on layer.As for the sunscreen, that was already in the crude first-aid

kit I’d thrown together: various accoutrements from my toiletry bag that might be handy. Into a

clear Ziploc sandwich bag I’d tossed a couple of Band-Aids (in case of blisters), tweezers (in

case of cacti spines), toilet paper and hand sanitizer (because you never know what the

facilities offer), a bit of physio tape that I habitually carried around in case my old wrist injury

flared up and—largely because I’d slept badly and woken up with a stiff, sore neck—some

Tylenol. I’d popped a couple with breakfast and as there were only a few left rattling around in



the small jar, I lazily threw the whole thing in.Lunch was a bagel, sliced and slathered with

avocado, a hard-boiled egg and a chocolate-chip Clif bar. That would be more than enough to

see me through till dinner. I found I didn’t have the biggest appetite in this heat, and I had it in

my head that if, after the hike, I found myself too ravenous to wait until I got home, I could stop

for a bite in Yucca Valley. Hell, if I finished early enough, perhaps I’d even take the longer route

back, go through Palm Springs, and take my pick from the strip of drive-through fast-food joints.

I’d only been driving a few months so the concept of picking up a drive-through meal was a

novelty. So, I had options, but no plan. That was all part of the fun.I’d see where the wind blew

me.I made sure I packed my digital camera. Even now, in the age of smartphones, I hadn’t

entirely shaken the habit of having a camera with me. When I first moved to London I was

renowned for always having one in hand, always taking photos. There was no Instagram yet,

no Facebook, so the photos were almost entirely for my own benefit. Although it meant I was

one hundred per cent that annoying friend who was always whipping out a camera. It didn’t

matter what my friends and I were doing—late-night rickshaw races through the frenetic streets

of Chinatown, or drinking in our favourite shabby wine bar—I’d be trying to catch it all in a

freeze-frame.‘She’s got that damned camera again,’ Tessa—one of the American friends I’d

met through Lou—would protest, partly in jest and partly because I was being a total pain in

the arse. Always snapping away. My friends called me ‘Paparazzi’, but in time both the photo-

taking and the protesting of it became woven into the fabric of our friendships. Any annoyance

would give way to expectation the next day when everyone wanted to see the pictures I’d

captured. The evidence—for better or for worse—of our good times.That’s what it always was

for me. Wanting to capture it, preserve even the smallest, most insignificant moments, so I

could hold on to them for ever. So that they never had to end. Because in the back of my mind I

knew that eventually, everything ends. And knowing that made everything feel significant.Finally

—water. I took as much as I could comfortably carry: two one-litre bottles and a three-litre

CamelBak water bladder, all filled, chilled and ready to go. Enough water to last the day.In a

rare fit of packing minimalism I’d left my pack behind in Caroline’s garage in Toronto with my

winter clothing and the detritus of my travelling gear. So I sent Lou a text:Hey, do you have a

little daypack I could borrow? Gonna do Lost Palms Oasis tomorrow . . .Lou replied with

instructions on where to find a small blue rucksack. Early the next morning I packed up my

gear and slung it on the passenger seat of the car with my hat. I was ready to roll. But as I

began to reverse out of the driveway I had a sudden nagging feeling, a strange sensation that I

couldn’t quite place.Wait.I’ll never know what compelled me to go back into the house. But the

feeling was significant enough to make me stop the car. I switched off the ignition, hurried back

up the path, unlocked the front door and reached just inside, grabbing Lou’s wooden hiking

stick from where it leaned against the wall in the hallway.
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been a memoir so packed with eye-popping, hilarious and candid stories' DAILY MAIL

William E. Griffith, “Compelling story of vulnerability, courage, and resilience. Like the author,

Claire Nelson, I have been a Stoic for years and have always held a part of myself in reserve,

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/RMLVr/Things-I-Learned-from-Falling-A-Memoir-Claire-Nelson


away from even the closest friends. This type of book, a first person narrative about ‘not

particularly unusual’ events, is unlike most books I read. I tend toward ‘factual books’ —

science, history, and philosophy. I am glad though that the short précis I read for this book

captured my attention. Claire’s lifelong struggle to belong and demonstrate independence is a

familiar one to me. That she went alone into the desert to escape and commune with Nature is

a theme in my life as well. That she suffered and persevered through what should have been a

fatal accident is a feat of courage. The deep introspection about her life in general and her

predicament in particular, caused me to pause often while reading and contemplate her hard

earned wisdom. Not only did the story itself keep me riveted, but her deep insights have given

me much to think about.”

Jean Bostrom, “What a riveting story!. I couldn't put this book down. It was so engaging that I

cried out loud at times. Even the chapter at the end, entitled Recovery was meaningful and

valuable. Claire sure realized the treasure of family and friends through this experience.It

always seems more rewarding to read a book that is a true story. It seems so much more true

to life. Another little aspect that made this book unique was that there was no mention of male-

female relationships and struggles. So many books cover the affairs and sex life of couples that

it was fun to get a break from that.It was refreshing to have a story so full of emotion and

struggle and survival, but also included a valuable lesson about solitary hiking.”

Deborah Hagler Wong, “Inspiring Account of Survival and Friendship. This memoir covers a lot

of ground (so to speak), of how one person learned more about herself from a life-threatening

accident in the desert than she could have in years of therapy. Without giving the story away,

themes include depression, pain, solitude, loneliness, survival, friendship…and love of life. We

know that the author survived what so many have not - we just don’t know how, until we near

the end of the book. Couldn’t put it down until finished.”

Helen the Swimmer, “Keeps you reading, even though you know the ending.. Claire obviously

made it out it alive, since otherwise there would be no book. Her account of days spent

suffering and reflecting, nevertheless, hold our attention. There is no adequate way to describe

pain, but the author could have tried a little harder. In sum, we get a glimpse of an interesting,

independent young woman overcoming terrible circumstances and taking steps toward self-

realization.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book and great writing. A story worth reading. Very well written,

some of her sentences describing her feelings about the desert and it's landscape mirror my

own and I will reread them many times. Interesting parallels between her life and the horrific fall

in the desert. Page turning and well worth the read. Looking forward to reading more from this

author.”

Pauline, “Excellent read. I haven't read a book this fast in a long time. I enjoy outdoor

adventure stories but this book has so much more to it . The emotional journey she goes

through while trying to survive a terrifying accident and heal her wounds is very

insightful .What bravery and strong will to survive , I'm not sure I could  do the same.”

Linda Cadman Earl, “An incredible story of courage, self-discovery, and survival.. Claire

Nelson’s journey of courage, self-discovery, and survival after losing the trail in Joshua Tree

National Park contains wisdom for all of us. Her heartfelt words are a gentle reminder that we



are not alone in this life, that all life is interconnected, and that life is worth living. A remarkable

story!”

Jennifer, “honest and absorbing. Amazing story of human vulnerability and strength. The

author is painfully honest in her soul searching and inner demons. How she survived this fall

and the aftermath are humbling. Her day by day diary is enthralling and inspiring. Thank you,

Claire, for sharing this with us.”

L Stranks, “Harrowing, uplifting, upsetting, life-affirming.. Everything about this book, story and

author is incredible. It goes without saying that what Claire went through in the desert was

monumental, but to read about it in the context of the rest of her life, her travels and the

complex emotional struggles so many of us face make her unique and harrowing survival story

somehow more relatable than you’d expect. Written with honesty, soul and humour. Despite

knowing Claire and her story, I was still caught totally off guard by the details of her accident

and how things unfolded for her - the way she has written about all of it is part therapy, part

National Geographic documentary, part travelogue - it’s the personal diary she’s spent her life

writing, it just veered off course for a while, in the most drastic way imaginable. Harrowing,

uplifting, upsetting, life-affirming. Essential guidance in learning how to ask for help.”

Kim, “So much more than a survival story. I was expecting to read about the authors

horrendous accident and how she survived, but this book is so much more than that.‘What I

Learned From Falling’ is a beautifully written account of a true story as well as being part

biography, part thriller, part therapy book and part travel guide. The part I wasn’t expecting was

the therapeutic side. I identified with a lot of Claire’s honest and open writing about her mental

wellbeing. My tears were not only from reading the vivid description of her survival, they were

from reading about her day to day life before her travels.I am proud to say the author, Claire, is

a friend. A friend I now understand more than ever before. She is bold, wise, fiercely

independent and has a cracking taste in music- this book will convey this and more.”

June, “The most important book you will ever read. A few weeks ago, the book Things I

Learned From Falling came to my notice. I can’t recall exactly how but I was trawling through a

list of topics that might pique my interest (based on previous choices), and this popped up. I

was immediately intrigued and decided to pre-order. The download date of March 5th came

and went. Things I Learned From Falling was duly digitally placed on my Kindle and there it

stayed for the next few weeks. Late April 19th, having read a few books in between, it was time

to start Claire Nelson’s book. April 20th, I finished the book and stayed restful in the aftermath

of what had been a 24 hour tornado. I cried at parts (not being someone who weeps – sad

movies come and go, yet I usually remain stoic and dry-eyed). I knew the outcome but was still

gripped by the narrative – I simply could not put the book down. The story runs as follows; In

June 2018, Claire Nelson went on a solo hike to Lost Palms Oasis, but not without bringing a

reasonable amount of provisions for the journey. Nelson was a seasoned hiker but made one

critical error in this instance – she did not tell anyone where she was going or when she

expected to return. On the walk, Nelson mistakenly drifted off the track and fell down an incline.

When trying to get to her feet, Nelson realised she had broken her pelvis and could not move.

Having found that her phone had no signal (it eventually ran out of power), and her video

camera did likewise, Claire started to regret. And regret. The times she went it alone. The

people she knew and loved but never really allowed get close to her. Encounters that could

have been better friendships. The sense of being surrounded by those with similar wishes and



hopes, but apart – disconnected. Eerily lost. She realised what her legacy would be and

lamented the crutch-like, endless red-herring themes and topics, following links to social media

that showed a world of activities but a dearth of true happiness or meaning. The real impact of

her fall manifested itself at times in hilarious musings, and at others, the blind terror from

encountering wild animals foraging at night and Claire being helpless in fending off

attacks.Nelson writes about what so many people opt to forget or push aside – life should be

embodied with gratitude and it is bountiful, optimistic, and overwhelmingly filled with beauty.

What struck me most about Things I Learned From Falling, is Claire’s graciousness – her

ability to bare her soul and to impart a message that within each of us, we hold healing,

redemptive powers and as humans have cause to embrace both the good, bad, and at times,

the very ugly. If there is one book you should read this year (or indeed any year), it’s this one. It

is a journey to a supreme discovery. An ode to not just surviving, but thriving when faced with

extreme adversity. From the worst of events, came a staunch refusal to give up – recognition of

challenges that prompted change for the better and an unambiguous lesson that every single

one of us needs to learn and hold as close as can be. Thank you Claire Nelson for having the

courage (and generosity) in telling your story.”

Hanna, “Loved this book. I thought this was a fantastic read. The survival story was amazing -

but I was incredibly moved by the author's whole journey. She really spoke about the loneliness

and anxiety and sense of being disconnected from other people in day to day life - and how we

should view our lives slightly differently to deal with it. Hugely inspiring.”

Elaine, “Beautifully written and extremely moving. I raced through this brilliant book in a single

day. It's beautifully written and extremely moving. Claire's recount of her rescue brought tears

to my eyes. I'm so glad she lived to tell her story. Thoroughly recommended!”

The book by Claire Nelson has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 877 people have provided feedback.
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